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Abstract 

Poly (alkyl)acrylates are a major class of non-biodegradable which are difficult to recycle due to an all 

carbon backbone. Introducing a certain number of ester bonds in the backbone via radical ring opening 

copolymerization of acrylates with 2-methylene- 1,3 dioxepane (MDO) improves its degradability and may 

be promising for chemical recycling.  The current work examines the influence of monomer addition 

profiles on the copolymerization of acrylates with MDO.  We improved the homogeneity of the MDO 

insertion through a semi-batch approach, which was demonstrated by the molecular weight distribution 

of fragments after alkali degradation.  By detailed NMR analysis we identified the incorporation of MDO 

ring retained units, formation of branches on acrylate units and formation of branches on MDO ring open 

units as the key side reactions.  Theoretical calculations showed that mainly kinetic factors influence the 

outcome of the polymerization.  
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1. Introduction 

Acrylate based polymers have a wide range of application, such as plastics, adhesives1, drug carriers2, 3, 

nanocomposites4, waterborne coating5 and scale control agents6. These polyacrylates, like many other 

plastics, often end up in the environment after their intended use and the end-of-life fate of the polymer 

in the environment is considered as a major problem7. A good way to improve the biodegradability is the 

insertion of an unstable chemical linkage such as an ester group8, 9. With that also the ease of recycling is 

improved and becomes very similar to that of a way of recycling PET bottles. Polycondensation and ionic 

or coordination ring-opening polymerization are the basic methods for the preparation of aliphatic 
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polyesters. Radical ring opening polymerization (rROP) is an interesting alternative way to prepare 

aliphatic polyesters. With this process, acrylate monomers can be copolymerized with cyclic monomers 

bearing either vinyl or exomethylene groups, resulting in the insertion of unstable chemical linkages in 

the vinyl polymer.  Cyclic ketene acetals (CKA) are interesting cyclic monomers. Their radical 

polymerizations can undergo two paths: ring opening, which produces aliphatic polyesters and ring 

retention leading to polyacetals10-12. Seven membered ring CKA such as 2-methylene- 1,3 dioxepane 

(MDO) can be considered as a good choice thanks to both the greater steric hindrance of the ring retained 

radical compared to the stability of the ring open radicals and the potential of ring open radicals to 

undergo backbiting to form more stable radicals11. Incorporating aliphatic polyesters in acrylate-based 

polymers does not only affect the (bio)degradability of the chains, but also their physical properties such 

as the glass transition temperature Tg and degradation temperature. Even though homopolymerization of 

MDO is expected to lead to quantitative ring opening11, 12, ring retention has been observed in 

copolymerization of MDO with vinyl polymers 13, 14. The presence of ring retained unit affects the 

degradability of the polymer. These units can be detected and quantified by NMR spectroscopy. 

Polyacetals contain a quaternary carbon that exhibit a signal between 97 and 110 ppm and two equivalent 

CH2 adjacent to an oxygen that exhibit signals at 62-63 ppm and 3.5 ppm in 13C and 1H NMR spectroscopy 

respectively 13, 15. The two paths of a MDO radical, leading either to poly(ε-caprolactone) or to polyacetal 

are given in scheme S1. 

When produced by radical polymerization, poly acrylates are branched16-23. Both long chain and short 

chain branching (LCB and SCB respectively) have been detected in poly acrylates16. In term of kinetics, SCB 

arises from intramolecular transfer, also known as backbiting (a 1,5-H-transfer which results from a stable 

six-membered ring transition state), while LCB arises either from intermolecular transfer or from random 

intramolecular transfer to polymer. The different paths to obtain MCRs are presented in Scheme S2. These 

reactions transform a secondary propagating radical (SPR) into a midchain radical (MCR). MCRs can 
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undergo different pathways, including β-scission, leading to an unbranched dead chain and a SPR; MCR 

can also reinitiate, propagate and terminate, leading to a branched species. Slow reinitiation of the MCR 

can influence the overall reaction kinetics of acrylate polymerizations24. It is known that branching affects 

the properties of the polymers: short branches mainly influence physical properties such as density, 

melting point and Tg, while long branches also influence rheological properties24. 

Even though it is known that poly acrylates are branched when produced by radical polymerization, 

branching in the acrylate skeleton in poly(acrylate-co-MDO) has never been investigated. 

Radical ring opening polymerization of MDO produces primary radicals that are very reactive and thus can 

also undergo backbiting to form more stable radicals. In 1997, Jin et al. showed that there are two possible 

forms of backbiting in MDO homopolymerization: a 1,7-H-transfer that will give a radical stabilized by the 

carbonyl group, and a 1,4-H-transfer that will give a free radical that is not stabilized by resonance but 

whose formation is still possible.  The propagation of these MCRs lead to branched structures11. These 

reactions are presented in Scheme S3. This branching was observed in MDO-containing copolymers13, 14, 

25-30, and reduces its crystallinity30.  

 

Copolymerization is very important in tuning and balancing material properties of polymer products. 

Adjusting the type and amount of comonomers allows obtaining tailored materials with adjusted 

properties - e.g. Tg - and target certain applications. Copolymer composition, copolymer composition 

distribution, molecular weight as well as molecular weight distribution determine the properties of a 

copolymer. It is known that a batch process in free radical copolymerization will result in a blend of 

polymer chains with various compositions. This is due to a composition drift during the process that is 

caused by the different reactivity ratios of the two monomers. One monomer called the “fast” monomer 

is consumed quicker than the other. At early stages of the polymerization, polymer chains rich in fast 

monomer will be formed while toward high conversion, the slower monomer will be more incorporated. 
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To produce (bio)degradable copolymer, it is not only essential to incorporate degradable chemical 

linkages, but also to (i) have them regularly distributed within and across chains and (ii) having enough 

weak linkage so that after degradation, relatively short oligomers can be obtained and either used for 

other applications such as (after step-growth polymerization) yarn31 or be eaten by bacteria32. It is known 

that in a copolymerization system vinyl monomers/CKA, the vinyl monomer is consumed faster than the 

CKA monomers33, except in the case of alternating systems34. A potential solution to push the 

incorporation of MDO units in acrylate based polymers and have them incorporated regularly is to use a 

semi batch polymerization process, in which acrylates, the fast monomer, are partially fed according to a 

feeding profile determined from the reactivity ratios with the MAP (Monomer Addition Profile) software 

package. Semi batch processes have already been successfully applied in many cases, such as 

Styrene/Butyl methacrylate35 or butyl methacrylate/2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate36 

 

Only a few studies of copolymerization of acrylate with CKAs were reported in the literature. In 2002, Yuan 

et al. studied the radical copolymerization of 4,7-dimethyl-2-methylene-1,3-(DMMDO) with several 

monomers, including methyl acrylate via atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). They observed that 

when the molar ratio of DMMDO in the batch decreases, the amount of ring open units in the copolymers 

increase. They explained that by the kinetics of these reactions. Addition of DMMDO is a bimolecular 

process for which the rate depends on DMMDO concentration whilst ring opening is an unimolecular 

reaction whose kinetic does not depend on DMMDO concentration. As a result, a decrease of DMMDO 

content should favor ring opening vs ring retention. When DMMDO copolymerizes with MA, alternating 

copolymers are observed, likely due to strong interaction between electron-donor DMMDO and electron-

acceptor MA37.  

In 2003, Sun et al. copolymerized methyl acrylate and MDO by conventional radical polymerization. No 

ring retention was observed by 13C NMR spectroscopy but branching due to 1,7-hydrogen transfer 
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occurred on the MDO ring open units. They observed random copolymers and the reactivity ratios were 

determined as rMDO=0.0235 and rMA=26.535 using the Lewis and Mayo method. The copolymers could be 

enzymatically but not hydrolytically degraded26.  

In 2005, Huang et al. copolymerized 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) and n-butyl acrylate 

by controlled living radical polymerization. They observed a much faster nBA consumption than BMDO. 

The difference in their reactivity was attributed to their difference in molecular structure. BMDO is a vinyl 

acetal and nBA is an acrylate with a double bond conjugated with a carbonyl group. GPC studies showed 

a progressive increase of molecular weight during polymerization, demonstrating relatively fast initiation 

and insignificant transfer. Reactivity ratios were determined as rBMDO=0.08 and rnBA=3.7, using the Kelen-

Tudos method. GPC showed successful degradation in a very short time38.  

In 2011, Maji et al. presented the use of rROP as a new synthetic route to alkyne functionalized degradable 

polymer backbones with ester linkages. The acrylate comonomer chosen was propargylacrylate (PA). 

Subsequent grafting of the resulting polymers with biocompatible poly(ethylene glycol) using alkyne-azide 

chemistry and cytotoxicity study were also investigated. Ring retention was observed by NMR 

spectroscopy. The ratio ring open vs ring retained in the copolymer increases with the amount of MDO in 

the batch. High thermal stability of the copolymers was observed (no degradation below 285 °C). The 

grafted copolymers were successfully degraded13.  

Finally, in 2017, Komatsu et al. synthesized poly(MDO-co-hydroxylhexylacrylate) via rROP and studied the 

thermoresponsive behavior of these copolymers, their degradation as well as the hydrophilicity of the 

degraded polymers39.  

The aim of this study is to (i) understand in depth the mechanism of rROP copolymerization of 

acrylate:MDO systems, both in batch and semi batch processes (ii) improve the distribution of the ester 

groups and the degradability and the copolymer composition with a semi batch process, (iii) test the alkali 

degradation of poly(acrylate-co-MDO),  (iv) study the side reactions that occur during the 
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copolymerization process (incorporation of ring retained units and formation of branches on both acrylate 

and MDO ring open units) and  (v) investigate how the thermal properties of the copolymers are affected 

by the incorporation of the ester bonds. Even though it is known that β-scission occurs during acrylate 

polymerization23, 40, leading to macromonomers, this side reaction is  not considered in this study due to 

the very low occurrence at 70 °C17, 40-42. Acrylates with different ester side groups are used.  The influence 

of MDO content in batch, monomer concentration, alkyl acrylate ester side group, temperature, batch vs 

semi batch process on branching and ring open vs ring retained MDO incorporation were determined. 

Reactivity ratios are roughly estimated as a basis for the monomer addition profiles and distribution of 

the ester groups assessed through oligomer analysis after alkaline hydrolysis experiments.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

2,2’-Azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was obtained from Hallo-Chem Pharm. Co. Ltd. Methyl acrylate (99%), 

butyl acrylate (≥99%), 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (99%) and lauryl acrylate (technical grade, 90%), 1,1′-

Azobis(cyclohexanecarbonitrile) (ACHN) (98 %), and di tert-butyl peroxide (98 %)  were provided by Sigma-

Aldrich. Chloroform (analytical reagent grade), tetrahydrofuran, cyclohexane, potassium carbonate and 

triethylamine were provided by Fisher Chemical. Methanol (analytical grade), toluene (analytical grade) 

and dimethylformamide were obtained from WWR Chemical. Chloroform D (D, 99.8%) containing 0.05 % 

(v/v) TMS + silver foil was purchased from Cambridge Inc Laboratory. Potassium hydroxide and activated 

basic alumina were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Hydrochloric acid (37 %) was purchased from Merck.  

 

2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane was synthesized as in 12. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of MDO are in Supporting 

Information (figures S58 and S59). 
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2.2. Polymerizations 

 

Batch experiments: 

Homo and copolymers syntheses were adapted from the procedure of poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate) 

synthesis of Heatley et al17. Methyl acrylate (MA), n-butyl acrylate (nBA), 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (2EHA) and 

dodecyl acrylate (DA) were homopolymerized and copolymerized with MDO in cyclohexane at 5 wt %. 

Acrylates were passed through activated basic alumina to remove inhibitors. AIBN, ACHN and solvents 

were used as received.   Polymerization reactions were carried out under inert atmosphere by removing 

oxygen from the reaction mixture by bubbling argon for an hour. 

Polymers were prepared as follows:  

Into a schlenk flask, 2.5g of monomers (2.5g of acrylate for homopolymerization and 2.5g of mixture 

acrylate : MDO with 1:1 molar ratio for copolymerization), 60 mL of cyclohexane and AIBN (1 mol % to 

monomer) were added. In order to monitor the polymerization by 1H NMR spectroscopy, 

dimethylformamide (DMF) (20 mol % to monomer) was added. The schlenk flask was degassed by 

bubbling Argon through the solution for 1 h. Then, the mixture was left under stirring at 70 °C for about 

24 h. The conversion was monitored by taking aliquots every hour for homopolymerization and every 30 

min for every copolymerization during the first 4 hours. A last aliquot was taken before quenching the 

polymerization in order to know the final conversion.  Then, reactions were quenched into ice water. The 

polymers were then precipitated in methanol. After decanting off the methanol, the polymers were 

dissolved in chloroform and successively dried with a rotary evaporator and in vacuum oven at 80 °C in 

order to remove methanol.  

In order to study the influence of different factors (e.g.  temperature, monomer concentration, fraction 

of MDO in batch, initiator concentration, batch vs semi batch process) on the polymer structure, syntheses 

were repeated while changing different parameters. Experiments are listed below. 
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 Three polymerizations were carried out with a ratio 2EHA : MDO of 1 : 1 but with monomers 

contents of 10 wt %, 20 wt %, 35 wt %. 

 Two polymerizations were carried out at a monomer content of 5 wt % but with a ratio of 2EHA : 

MDO  of 9 : 1 and 3 : 1. 

 Two polymerizations were carried out in toluene at a monomer content of 5 wt %, with a ratio BA 

: MDO of 1 : 1 at 70 °C and 90 °C. 

 Two polymerizations were carried out at a monomer content of 20 wt %, with a ratio 2EHA : MDO 

of 9 : 1 and with a ratio initiator to monomer of 1 % and 0.1 %.. 

 Two control experiments were carried out: a homopolymerization of 2EHA at 70 °C but with a 
monomer content of 20 wt % and a homopolymerization of MDO . 

  

In total, 22 polymers were synthesized. Polymerization recipes, polymerization times, and monomer 

conversions are listed in table 2.  

Homopolymerization of MDO to obtain poly(MDO) by radical chemistry: 

A 25 mL Schlenk tube was rinsed with Et3N and dried under high vacuum. 2-Methylene-1,3-dioxepane (5. 

71 g, 50 mmol) and di-tert butyl peroxide (73 mg, 0.5 mmol, 1 mol %) were transferred into the Schlenk 

tube. The reaction mixture was degassed via three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and backfilled with N2. The 

reaction was heated to 120 °C and stirred at 500 rpm for 24 h. After this time 1H NMR spectroscopy (CDCl3 

passed over Na2CO3) was used to determine a conversion of 73 %. The reaction was quenched by rapid 

cooling, and the polymer purified by three precipitations from CH2Cl2 into hexane. The purified polymer 

was isolated as a clear waxy solid (1.69 g). 

Semi batch experiments: 

MDO, part of the acrylate, initiator, DMF and solvent were added into a Schlenk flask. The Schlenk flask 

was degassed by bubbling argon through the solution for 1 h. Separately, acrylate monomer solution was 

degassed in the same way. The solution of acrylate monomer was transferred into a Hamilton syringe.  
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The flask containing MDO, initiator, solvent, DMF and part of acrylate was placed into an oil bath. The 

Hamilton syringe was connected to both a feeding pump and to the Schlenk flask. Then, the feeding was 

started at t=0. For these experiments, all MDO was in the batch and the 2EHA was introduced 

progressively according to a feeding profile. 2EHA : MDO= 1 : 1, [M]= 20 wt %#, [Ini.]/[M]=1 % ; 2EHA : 

MDO= 9 : 1, [M]= 20 wt %#, [Ini.]/[M]=1 % ; 2EHA : MDO= 9 : 1, [M]= 20 wt %#, [Ini.]/[M]=0.1 %. The 

monomer concentration is calculated taking into account both the quantity of monomer introduced 

initially in the batch and the quantity of fed monomer. 

Feeding profiles were obtained with the MAP software package43, 44 and are presented in supporting 

information (figure S9). The feeding profiles vs conversion are calculated exactly with the MAP software 

according to algorithms described elsewhere44. The software uses the reactivity ratios and generates 

monomer addition profiles on conversion basis, this based on obtaining a homogeneous copolymer. The 

feeding profiles on time basis also depend on the actual kinetics of the reaction, in that stage iterative 

corrections on the rate of monomer addition need to be made (for more details see supporting 

information). 

When a semi batch process was used, both cumulative conversion and instantaneous conversion were 

calculated. The cumulative conversion was calculated taking into account the full amount of monomer 

that is going to be added, while the instantaneous conversion takes into account only what has been 

introduced in the reactor up to that specific time.  

 

2.3. NMR Spectroscopy 

NMR spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Bruker Ultrashield Avance 400SB Spectrometer equipped with 

a BPO probe and variable temperatures capabilities, operating at a Larmor frequency of 400.23 MHz for 

1H and 100.65 MHz for 13C. Data were acquired in chloroform D at 21 °C. For conversion monitoring by 1H 

NMR Spectroscopy, 0.1 to 0.2 mL of reactional medium were dissolved in about 0.5 mL of chloroform D. 
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In the case of analyses of aliquots during copolymerizations, the chloroform D was passed through 

potassium carbonate since the commercial chloroform D was slightly acidic and caused hydrolysis of the 

copolymers and unreacted MDO causing difficulty in the  analysis. Analyses of final products was carried 

out at 50 mg.mL-1 and 500 mg.mL-1 for 1H and 13C NMR measurements respectively. One-dimensional 1H 

NMR spectra were acquired with 64746 data points, 128 scans, 29.9585 ppm spectral width (11990.407 

Hz), 1 s delay, 2.70 s acquisition time and a 25 ° flip angle. One-dimensional 13C NMR spectra were 

recorded with 65536 data points, 4000 to 15700 scans, 238.2643 ppm spectral width (23980.814 Hz), 10 

s relaxation delay, 1.37 s acquisition time and a 90 ° flip angle with inverse-gated decoupling. The chemical 

shifts was referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) at 0 ppm for 1H and 13C NMR spectra. Full set of NMR 

spectra are in supporting information (figures S10 to S57). 

NMR spectroscopy is the method of choice to quantify the branching in polymers, solution-state NMR was 

chosen for this study. 

Branching in polyesters obtained by rROP can be studied by both 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy. Terminal 

CH3 of a branch exhibits a signal at 0.89 ppm in 1H NMR spectroscopy and at 13.5 ppm in 13C NMR 

spectroscopy, while CH2 adjacent to the terminal CH3 exhibits a signal between 19 and 22 ppm in 13C NMR 

spectroscopy. Branching due to 1,4 and 1,7-H-abstraction can be distinguished by the chemical shift of 

the tertiary carbon at the branching point. they appear to be at about 70 and 41 ppm in 13C NMR 

spectroscopy for branching due to 1,4 and 1,7-H-abstraction respectively11. These signal assignments are 

presented in scheme 1. 
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Scheme 1: Signal assignment in NMR spectroscopy for branching on MDO ring open skeleton.  

 

DB on acrylate skeleton (DBacrylate, defined as the number of branches on acrylate skeleton per acrylate 

monomer units) was quantified in percentage of monomer units by comparing the integral, I, of Cbr at 48 

ppm and of the C adjacent to the oxygen in the ester side chain of the acrylate at 64 ppm.  As follow:  

𝐷𝐵  (%) =
100. 𝐼(𝐶 )

𝐼(𝑂 − 𝐶 − 𝑅)
                                                                                                       (1) 

When no overlapping occurred, the degree branching on MDO ring open units (DBMDO, ring open, defined as 

the number of branch on MDO ring open units skeleton per MDO ring open monomer units) was also 

quantified by comparing the integrals of carbons at the end of a MDO ring open branch, I(CH2-CH3) at 

around 19 ppm and I (CH3) at 13 ppm with the carbonyl group of MDO ring open units, I (C=O, MDO ring 

open) at 171 ppm. 

𝐷𝐵 ,   (%) =
100. 𝐼(𝐶𝐻 , −𝐶𝐻  𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ)

𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑂, 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛)
                                   (2) 

𝐷𝐵 ,   (%) =
100. 𝐼(𝐶𝐻 , 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ)

𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑂, 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛)
                                               (3) 
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The product of MDO of homopolymerization, poly(MDO), was not analyzed by 13C NMR spectroscopy. Its 

degree of branching was calculated by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Details are provided in supporting 

information (page S42, Eq. (S1)). 

The copolymer composition was determined by 13C NMR spectroscopy. Three different monomer units in 

copolymers were detected: acrylate whose carbonyl carbon give a signal at 175 ppm and the carbon 

adjacent to the oxygen in the ester side group gives a signal at 164 ppm; ring open MDO whose carbonyl 

carbon appears at 171 ppm and the carbon adjacent to the oxygen at 162-163 ppm; and ring retained 

MDO whose quaternary carbon has a resonance at 102 ppm and carbons adjacent to the oxygen atoms 

at 61-62 ppm. As carbons adjacent to oxygen occasionally overlap, carbonyl carbon signals of acrylate and 

MDO ring open units and quaternary carbon of MDO ring retained units were preferred for the 

determination of copolymers compositions, as follows;  

% 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

=
100 . 𝐼(𝐶 = 0, 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒)

𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑂, 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒) + 𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑜, 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) + 𝐼 (𝐶  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)
               (4) 

% 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

=
100 . 𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑜, 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛)

𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑂, 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒) + 𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑜, 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) + 𝐼 (𝐶  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)
               (5) 

 

% 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

=
100 . 𝐼 (𝐶  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)

𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑂, 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒) + 𝐼 (𝐶 = 𝑜, 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) + 𝐼 (𝐶  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)
               (6) 

When no overlapping occurred, another estimation of the copolymer composition was given 

using Eq. (7), (8) and (9). 
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% 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

=
100 . 𝐼(𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒)

𝐼(𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒) + 𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) +
𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)

2

               (7) 

% 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

=
100 . 𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛)

(𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒) + 𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) +
𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)

2

               (8) 

 

% 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

=
100 .

𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)
2

(𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒) + 𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻 , 𝑀𝐷𝑂 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) +
𝐼 (𝑂 − 𝐶𝐻  𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑)

2

               (9) 

 

13C NMR spectra were preferred over 1H NMR spectra, as some overlap occurs and may prevent to 

integrate properly different signals, especially for poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate-co-MDO) and poly(dodecyl 

acrylate-co-MDO). 

The relative standard deviation (RSD) of DB (in percent of DB values) was calculated from the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) of the quaternary carbon Cbr using Eq. (10), which was established for branching 

measurements in polyethylene by combination of a derivation from calculation error and empirical 

results45, and was assessed to be accurate also for branching measurements in hydrophobic 

polyacrylates16.  

𝑅𝑆𝐷 =
238

𝑆𝑁𝑅 .
                                                                                                                                   (10) 

As the time between two pulses (acquisition time + delay) was the same for all 13C NMR analyses, the 

study of 13C NMR analyses and the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) was suppressed by using the program 

inverse gated decoupling, the quantifications of copolymer compositions and branching are semi 
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quantitative. We provided a proof of reliability of integration by demonstrating that utilizing the 

integrations of quaternary carbons under our conditions yielded identical results as utilizing integrations 

of the secondary carbons.   Moreover, a 10 s delay was used in previous work for quantification of 

branching in poly(alkyl acrylate)16, 17, 19, 20, 22.  

 

 

2.4. Gel permeation chromatography 

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was conducted on a Viscotek TDAmax consisting of a GPCmax 

integrated solvent and sample delivery module, a TDA 302 Triple Detector Array, and OmniSEC software. 

2 x PLgel 5 µm Mixed-C (200-2,000,000) columns were applied in sequence for separation. The instrument 

was calibrated with polystyrene standards (PL2010-0100 Polystyrene calibration kit, S-M-10) purchased 

from Agilent. This set included standards of 580, 1300 and 5000 Dalton, amongst others. THF was used as 

the eluent at 1.0 mL/min with column and detector temperature at 30 °C. Samples were analysed at a 

concentration of 10 mg/mL. Results are in table 2 and GPC chromatograms are in supporting information 

(figures S62 to S83). 

 

2.5. Thermal analyses 

2.5.1. Thermogravimetric analysis 

The decomposition temperature of polymers was investigated using the TGA Q500 (TA Instruments). 

TGA measurements were conducted by ramping the temperature from room temperature to 900°C at a 

constant rate of 10°C/min under a continuous nitrogen flow. The decomposition temperature was defined 

as the temperature at the onset of the significant weight loss. Results are presented in figure S60 and 

table S23 in supporting information. 
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2.5.2. Differential scanning calorimetry 

The Tg of polymers 1, 2, 5, 6, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22 were determined by DSC. 

Polymers 1, 2, 5 and 6 were analyzed with a DSC Q100 (TA Instruments). 

 DSC measurements were also carried out under nitrogen environment. The sample was heated from -

80°C to the upper temperature limit, held isothermally for 2 min and subsequently cooled down to -80°C, 

then held isothermally for 5 min.  The scanning rate for both heating and cooling processes was 10°C/min. 

The upper temperature limit was 20°C below the decomposition temperature. The heat-cool cycle was 

repeated three times.  

Polymers 14, 16, 18, 19 and 22 were analyzed with a Mettler 823E DSC instrument. Samples were 

accurately weighed into 40 µL aluminum crucibles and crimped shut with a pierced lid. A similar empty 

crucible with a crimped pierced lid was used as a reference. The samples were cycled in a heat-cool-heat 

sequence between −150 and 150 °C at a rate of 10 °C min−1 under a high purity nitrogen gas flow of 50 mL 

min−1. Some sample measurements included an additional “cooling-heating” step.  

 

The first heating and cooling steps are used to erase the thermal history of the samples and detect 

evaporation of small molecules trapped in the samples. Data analyses for determining Tg values were 

carried out using the last heating cycle thermogram. 

Results are presented in figure S61 and table S23 in supporting information. 

2.6. Accelerated alkali degradation 

Alkali degradation of copolymers were carried out as follows:  

Into a vial, 100 to 200 mg of poly(alkyl acrylates-co-MDO) was dissolved into 4 mL of a solution of 

potassium hydroxide/methanol (0.1 g.L-1). THF was added dropwise (1 to 3 mL) to ensure the full 

dissolution of the polymer. Mixtures were left under stirring at room temperature for three days. Then, 

excess (1 to 2 mL) of concentrated HCl were added. An acidic pH (<2) was measured with pH paper. Then, 
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the polymer was dried first with a rotary evaporator and then in vacuum oven at 50 °C. The samples were 

dissolved in chloroform and filtered through cotton to remove the salt (likely KCl). Then, the polymers 

were dried again at 50 °C. The final polymers were analyzed by GPC.  

 

 

2.7. Computational methods 

Geometry optimizations were performed using the B3LYP46, 47 hybrid density functional theory method 

with the 6-31G(d) basis set for all molecular structures. All optimized geometries were verified to be 

equilibrium structures or transition states via frequency calculations. An equilibrium structure will have 

all real frequencies while a transition state will have one and only one imaginary frequency. Unless 

otherwise noted, all energies (DE and DE‡) reported are in kJ mol–1 and include zero-point energy (scaled). 

A scaling factor of 0.980448 was used to correct for the directly computed B3LYP/6-31G(d) zero-point 

energies. Gas phase (εvacuum = 1.0000) energies are reported here as the experimental solvents, 

cyclohexane (εcyclohexane = 2.0165) and toluene (εtoluene = 2.3741), are relatively non-polar with dielectric 

constants (ε) close to that of vacuum.   All calculations were performed with reference to the standard 

state of 1 mol of ideal gas at a pressure of 1 atm, using Gaussian09.49 

 

 

3. Results and discussions 

Acrylates with different ester side group sizes (MA, nBA, 2EHA and DA) were homopolymerized and 

copolymerized with MDO. The aim was to study how ester linkages can be incorporated into different 

alkyl acrylate chains. Most polymerizations were carried out at 70 °C in cyclohexane. Cyclohexane was 

chosen as (i) it is known that it is a good solvent for acrylate polymerizations17, (ii) it gives a single peak in 

NMR analysis, which does not overlap with signals used for quantification. In order to study the influence 
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of the temperature on the copolymer structure, some copolymerizations of nBA and MDO were carried 

out in toluene. ACHN instead of AIBN was used for the polymerization at 90 °C to keep a similar radical 

flux. The copolymerization was repeated with different monomers ratio and different monomer 

concentrations in order to study the influence of these factors on the copolymer structure and 

composition. Semi batch experiments were carried out, leading to a final monomer concentration of 20 

wt %.  For comparison homo P2EHA was synthesized at 70 °C in cyclohexane (but with a monomer 

concentration of 20 wt %), as well as poly(MDO).  

All polymers were analyzed by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy, GPC, TGA analysis. Polymers 1, 2, 5, 6, 14, 

16, 17, 18, 19, 22 were analyzed by DSC analysis. The aim was to study (i) Tg or multiple Tgs) of the 

copolymer obtained, (ii) the effect of MDO insertion on the Tg of the copolymers, (iii) the effect of the 

presence of MDO ring retained units on the Tg. Table 1 summarizes all polymers obtained in this study and 

how they were synthesized. Table 2 provides the copolymer composition (obtained with Eq. (4), (5) and 

(6)), DBacrylate and DBMDO ring open (obtained with Eq. (1) and (2) respectively) as well as molecular weight of 

polymers and oligomers resulting from degradation. More detailed results of branching and copolymers 

composition are provided in the supporting information (tables S21 and S22). 

The precipitation in methanol can lead to some loss of oligomers, which can lower the accuracy of 

molecular weight determination by GPC and the copolymer composition by 13C NMR spectroscopy.
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Table 1: Monomer ratios and reaction conditions for poly(alkyl acrylate) and poly(alkyl acrylate-co-MDO) 

Polymers Experimental conditions Polymerization time and Monomer conversion 

Acrylate:

MDO 

 

Monomer wt % 

and solvent 

Add. 

Profile 

T(°C) Initiator 

and conc. 

Time 

 

Acrylate 

conv. 

MDO 

conv. 

Overall 

conv 

Polymer 1 

PMA 

1:0 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

22h55 

 

90 % - 90 % 

Polymer 2 

PnBA 

1:0 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

21h30 

 

86.9 % - 86.9 % 

Polymer 3 

P2EHA 

1:0 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

22h 

 

84.5 % - 84.5 % 

Polymer 4 

PDA 

1:0 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

24h45 

 

81 % - 81 % 

Polymer 5 

PMAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

22h 

 

100 % 65 % 81 % 
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Polymer 6 

PnBAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

20h35 

 

100 % 64 % 83 % 

Polymer 7 

P2EHAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

20h35 

 

100 % 59.3 % 81 % 

Polymer 8 

PDAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

23h40 

 

100 % 65 % 83 % 

Polymer 9 

PnBAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

5 wt % in toluene Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

21h50 

 

97 % 59 % 79 % 

Polymer 10 

PnBAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

5 wt % in toluene Batch 90 ACHN 1 

mol % 

21h55 

 

97 % 65 % 81 % 

Polymer 11 

P2EHAcoMDO 

3:1 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

21h20 

 

94 % 80 % 91 % 

Polymer 12 

P2EHAcoMDO 

9:1 

 

5 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

22h30 

 

90 % 96 % 90 % 

Polymer 13 

P2EHAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

10 wtl % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

2h35 

 

100 % 60 % 81 % 
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Polymer 14 

P2EHAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

20 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

2h 

 

98 % 54 % 78 % 

Polymer 15 

P2EHAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

35 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

1h40 

 

100 % 57 % 81 % 

Polymer 16* 

P2EHAcoMDO 

1:1 

 

20 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Semi batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

22h 

 

100 % 91 % 96 % 

Polymer 17 

P2EHA 

1:0 

 

20 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

20 h 

 

100 % -  

Polymer 18 

P2EHAcoMDO 

9:1 

 

20 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

4h 

 

91 % 78 % 90 % 

Polymer 19* 

P2EHAcoMDO 

9:1 

 

20 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Semi batch 70 AIBN 1 mol 

% 

5h30 

 

81 % 92 % 82 % 

Polymer 20 

P2EHAcoMDO 

9:1 

 

20 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Batch 70 AIBN 0.1 

mol % 

23h10 

 

96 % 100 % 96 % 

Polymer 21* 

P2EHAcoMDO 

9:1 

 

20 wt % in 

cyclohexane 

Semi batch 70 AIBN 0.1 

mol % 

6h30 

 

65 % 80 % 68 % 
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Polymer 22 

PolyMDO 

0:1 

 

bulk Batch 120 DTBP 1 mol 

% 

24h - - 73 % 73 % 

*Polymers 16, 19 and 21 were synthesized with a semi batch process. For polymer 16, 5 % of the amount of acrylate was initially in the batch 

and the remaining 95 % were fed over 4h. For polymer 19, 60 % of the amount of acrylate was initially in the batch and the remaining 40 % were 

fed over 5h. For polymer 21, 60 % of the amount of acrylate was initially in the batch and the remaining 40 % were fed over 6h. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Polymer compositions from Eq. (4), (5), (6), branching from Eq. (1) and (2), molecular weight of polymers and oligomers from GPC  

Polymers Polymer composition Branching Polymer molecular weight Oligomer molecular weight 

Acrylate 

unit 

MDO ring 

open unit 

MDO ring 

retained unit 

DBacrylate DBMDO Mn 

(g.mol-1) 

MW 

(g.mol-1) 

PDI Mn 

(g.mol-1) 

MW 

(g.mol-1) 

PDI Mp 
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Polymer 1 

PMA 

- - - 5.25 +/- 

0.19 % 

- 12,600 35,700 2.83 - - -  

Polymer 2 

PnBA 

- - - 6.65 +/- 

0.59 % 

- 22,300 39,700 1.78 - - -  

Polymer 3 

P2EHA 

- - - 8.11 +/- 

0.70 % 

- 7,900 14,800 1.87 - - -  

Polymer 4 

PDA 

- - - 8.24 +/- 

1.51 % 

- 6,900 12,800 1.86 - - -  

Polymer 5 

PMAcoMDO 

0.62 0.30 0.08 0 5.71 +/- 

0.05 % 

13,500 29,700 2.20 500 1,350 2.41 700 

Polymer 6 

PnBAcoMDO 

0.65 0.28 0.07 0 * 17,800 33,700 1.89 490 720 1.47 430 

Polymer 7 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.63 0.31 0.06 0 6.25 +/- 

0.12 % 

15,800 31,500 1.99 490 730 1.49 700 

Polymer 8 

PDAcoMDO 

0.62 0.34 0.04 0 8.13 +/- 

0.08 % 

10.400 23,400 2.25 440 670 1.52 480 

Polymer 9 0.65 0.28 0.07 0 * 12,700 20,000 1.57 520 780 1.50 620 
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PnBAcoMDO 

Polymer 10 

PnBAcoMDO 

0.63 0.34 0.03 0 * 7,600 14,500 1.91 440 760 1.73 640 

Polymer 11 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.80 0.16 0.04 5.32 +/- 

1.33 % 

2.99 +/- 

0.19 % 

14,200 32,800 2.31 640 980 1.53 870 

Polymer 12 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.91 0.08 0.01 6.94 +/- 

0.93 % 

2.39 +/- 

0.80 % 

9,200 19,200 2.43 1,050 2,550 2.43 1,740 

Polymer 13 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.64 0.28 0.08 0 3.15 +/- 

0.33 % 

19200 51,700 2.69 520 850 1.63 750 

Polymer 14 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.64 0.24 0.12 0 2.26 +/- 

0.47 % 

27,200 80,400 2.96 600 990 1.65 830 

Polymer 15 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.65 0.19 0.16 0 ** 45,000 131,100 2.91 740 1,500 2.03 870 

Polymer 16 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.57 0.37 0.06 0 6.06 +/- 

0.30 % 

11,700 23,200 1.98 470 610 1.30 370 

Polymer 17 

P2EHA 

- - - 7.01 +/- 

1.46 % 

- 13,600 57,400 4.22 - - - - 
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Polymer 18 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.91 0.04 0.05 2.13 +/- 

0.76 % 

** 30,300 104,000 3.42 1,800 3,750 2.08 3,150 

Polymer 19 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.89 0.06 0.05 4.31 +/- 

1.19 % 

** 20,800 60,800 2.92 1,500 2,850 1.90 2,400 

Polymer 20 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.91 0.04 0.05 4.05 +/- 

1.37 % 

** 28,200 111,900 3.97 2,200 4,450 2.02 3,350 

Polymer 21 

P2EHAcoMDO 

0.91 0.06 0.03 3.05 +/- 

1.88 % 

** 28,500 74,800 2.62 1,950 3,750 1.92 2,800 

Polymer 22 

Poly(MDO) 

- - - - 13.39 % 20,600 41,200 2.00 - - - - 

 

 

MA: methyl acrylate, nBA: n-butyl acrylate, 2EHA: 2-ethylhexyl acrylate, DDA: dodecyl acrylate. *=impossible to quantify due to 

signal overlap, **=branching signal below the limit of detection (SNR<3).
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3.1. Thermal analyses 

Detailed results are in table S53, figures S60 and S61 in Supporting Information. 

 DSC analyses of all the poly(alkyl acrylate-co-MDO) shows a single Tg which indicates that MDO inserts 

randomly in poly(alkyl acrylate)s and composition drift did not result in phase separation of chains with 

different composition. In the case of PMA and PnBA, the insertion of MDO lowers the Tg. This is due to the 

high flexibility of caprolactone units, leading to increased segmental dynamics causing overall lowering of 

the Tg.  

The case of P2EHA-co-MDO is different. P2EHA and polyMDO with similar molecular weights have very 

similar Tg (-69 °C and -62 °C respectively). This allows to make degradable P2EHA which would conserve 

its low Tg and so still target similar applications. However, the incorporation of MDO ring retained units - 

which are less flexible than 2EHA or MDO ring open units - increases the Tg of polymers. See table S23 in 

supplementary information. 

TGA analyses shows that the copolymers degrade between 320 °C and 400 °C. They have a high thermal 

stability. The incorporation of MDO slightly increased the degradation temperature. Introduction of ester 

functionality containing saturated C-5 chain compared to tertiary and allylic hydrogens with respect to 

carbonyl in poly(alkyl acrylate) could explain the enhanced thermal stability.  

3.2. Oligomer Analysis after degradation by alkaline hydrolysis  

After treatment with base in methanol, all copolymers were alkali degraded. GPC analyses of polymers 

show Mn between 9000 and 45000 g.mol-1 before degradation and between 500 and 3000 g.mol-1 after 

degradation. This confirms both the formation of copolymers and the random incorporation of ester in 

the chain.  Figure 1 (a) indicates that the peak average molecular weight Mp of the oligomers decrease 

with the MDO ring open content, which validate our degradation experiments. Mp was chosen instead of 

Mn as we believe that low molecular weight tail at low molecular weight might affect Mn. Figure 1 (b) 
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shows a decrease of the PDI of the oligomers with the MDO ring open content. The higher the number of 

MDO in the polymer, the higher the probability of obtaining polymers with uniform MDO insertion.  

 

Figure 1: (a) Peak average molecular weight and (b) PDI of oligomers resulting from degradation of P2EHA-

co-MDO vs fraction of MDO ring open in copolymers before degradation. The label number of the 

polymers in tables 1 to 3 are annotated in the figure. A * is present for the polymers made via semi batch 

polymerization.  

 

For the polymerizations carried out with a semi batch process, a polymerization in batch polymerization 

with identical condition (Initiator and monomer concentrations, temperature, monomers proportions, 

solvent) was carried out. These pairs of polymers are linked in the figure by arrows, clearly showing both 

a decrease in PDI and an increase in ring open MDO incorporation in the copolymer as expected.  
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Of course, the differences in reactivity ratios lead to suboptimal incorporation of MDO units. In order to 

improve on that we switch from batch to semi batch process (polymers 16, 19 and 21), we note that 

oligomers resulting from degradation have a lower molecular weight and a PDI closer to unity. 

Consequently, more MDO ring open units are incorporated in higher quantity and more uniformly 

inserted. These observations demonstrate the advantage in using a semi batch process with optimal 

addition profiles. Composition drift is avoided and so each monomer is efficiently consumed and 

copolymer chains are more uniformous.  

3.3. Kinetics of homo and copolymerization 

The kinetics of all polymerizations was monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The disappearance of the 

signal of protons linked to sp2 carbons in alkyl acrylate and of the methylene protons of MDO were 

compared to the intensity of the signal of hydrogen in α position of the amide group in DMF. More details 

are given in supporting information (figures S1 and S2, and tables S1 to S20). The evolution of the 

monomer fraction versus time was also monitored. Results are presented on figures S3 to S8 in supporting 

information. 

Figures 2 and 3 present the evolution of the monomer conversion for all homopolymerization at a 

monomer concentration of 5 wt % (leading to polymers 1, 2, 3, 4) and for the four acrylate/MDO 

copolymerization whose monomer concentrations are 5 wt % and acrylate : MDO ratios are 1 : 1 (systems 

leading to polymers 5, 6, 7, 8). 
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Figure 2: Evolution of monomer conversion vs time for the four alkyl acrylate 

homopolymerization. Each polymerization was carried out at 70 °C, with a monomer 

concentration of 5 wt % to solvent. AIBN was used as initiator.MA: squares ; nBA: circles; 2EHA: 

triangles; DA: stars. 
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Figure 3: Evolution of (a) acrylate conversion, (b) MDO conversion, (c) overall conversion  vs time for the 

four alkyl acrylate copolymerization at a acrylate : MDO ratio of 1 : 1 and 5 wt % to solvent as total 

monomer concentration for MA : MDO copolymerization (polymer 5) (squares), nBA : MDO 

copolymerization (polymer 6) (circles), 2EHA : MDO copolymerization (polymer 7) (triangles),  DA : MDO 

copolymerization (polymer 8) (stars). 

 

Figures 2 and 3 show that acrylates are consumed quicker in a copolymerization system with MDO than 

in a homopolymerization system. During homopolymerization, conversions never go above 90 % even 

after almost 24 h, whilst if acrylates are copolymerized with MDO, they are almost fully consumed after 4 

h. Although homopolymerization of MDO is very slow, it seems as if the presence of MDO in the 

copolymerization with acrylates increases the rate of conversion of the acrylate monomer. This would 

imply that the MDO radical chain end is adding acrylates even faster than acrylate chain end radicals 
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themselves. Theoretical calculations revealed that the intrinsic barriers for ring-retained MDO radical and 

ring-opened MDO radical to add a MA monomer, 5.6 kJ mol1 (via transition state TS3a, Scheme S4) and 

10.3 kJ mol1 (via transition state TS6a, Scheme S4) respectively, are at least 9.7 kJ mol1 lower in energy 

than the intrinsic barrier of 20.0 kJ mol1 for MA radical to add a MA monomer (via transition state TS9a, 

Scheme S5 in (supplementary information S64-S141). Another explanation is the reduction of backbiting 

events with the incorporation of MDO. More details are given in section 2.3.2. Acrylate radicals can 

undergo backbiting to form MCRs (see scheme S2). MCRs reinitiate (to give branched chains) much slower 

than secondary propagating radicals. Reducing the amount of branching through MDO incorporation in 

acrylate chains reduces the amount of backbiting events of acrylate radicals and therefore it increases the 

rate of acrylate consumption. Nikitin et al. were able to link the rate of polymerization and the amount of 

midchain radicals. They showed that the reduction of rate of polymerization due to the presence of MCR 

is higher at low monomer concentration (see Eq. (23) in 50). This equation would predict that in our case, 

the presence of midchain radicals (in the acrylate homopolymerization) would roughly reduce the rate of 

polymerization by a factor of 3 as compared with the copolymerization with MDO. This could explain the 

rate observations seen in Figure 2 and 3, maybe in combination with the faster cross propagation rate as 

mentioned before.  

From the kinetic study, the evolution of the monomer composition in the batch was monitored and the 

reactivity ratios of the different systems could be roughly estimated with the nonlinear least squares 

method applied to compositional drift data using the CONTOUR software package, the procedure is 

described in more detail elsewhere33. Results are presented in table 4. Reactivity ratios values clearly show 

that both acrylate and MDO chain end radicals prefer to add alkyl acrylates monomers to MDO. All the 

reactivity ratios for MDO radicals are close to zero within experimental error, as expected from the kinetic 

observations. However, ralkyl acrylate values are not far above unity and the product of rMDO and ralkyl acrylate is 

around 1. This should lead to chains with random insertion of short sequences of MDO and longer 
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sequences of acrylate units , which is what we obtained according to the degradation study and the 

thermal analyses. These results are consistent with previous studies on BMDO and nBA38, MDO and 

methyl methacrylate30 and 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MDPL) and MMA51, but different from 

other work on MDO and MA26 or MDO and MMA25 in which the preference of acrylate radical for acrylate 

monomer was much more pronounced (racrylate>20.) . Both ralkyl acrylate and rMDO seems to decrease with the 

alkyl acrylate ester side group size. DFT calculations are consistent with the high MDO incorporation (> 35 

%).  

Table 3: Estimation of reactivity ratios for the different systems alkyl acrylates/MDO 

Copolymerization system Reactivity ratios and outer limits of the 95% 

joint confidence interval 

Methyl acrylate/MDO rMA=3.354 (-0.954, +2.382) 

rMDO=0.168 (-0.141, +0.250) 

n-butyl acrylate/MDO rnBA=1.761 (-0.445, +0.761) 

rMDO=0.044 (-0.083, +0.391) 

2-ethylhexyl acrylate/MDO r2EHA=1.507 (-0.434, +0.854) 

rMDO=0.002 (-0.116, +0.171) 

Dodecyl acrylate/MDO rDA=2.257 (-0.943, +10.707) 

rMDO=0.339 (-0.319, +3.108) 

After full alkyl acrylate consumption, the amount of MDO in the batch hardly ever varies: once the full 

conversion of acrylate is reached, the MDO conversion never increased further for more than 5 %, even 

after several hours. (see tables S1 to S13), which suggests that almost no homo poly(MDO) is obtained. 

These polymerizations were carried out in dilute conditions and MDO homopolymerizes much slower than 

acrylates.   
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Figure 4 gives a comparison of the three nBA/MDO copolymerization systems: in cyclohexane at 70 °C, in 

toluene at 70 °C, and in toluene at 90 °C. Polymerization at 90 °C was carried out with ACHN as initiator 

while the others with AIBN to keep similar radical flux.  Neither (i) the solvent nor (ii) the temperature 

seem to significantly affect the kinetics. This is in line with expectation as (i) both cyclohexane and toluene 

have similar polar and protic properties and (ii) AIBN has a 10 h half line at 65 °C while ACHN has a 10 h 

half life at 88 °C: the radical flux in all the three systems is similar. Consequently, the increase of 

propagation rate coefficient from 70 °C to 90 °C does not significantly affect the kinetics of the 

copolymerization. With this high MDO content, no branched chains are formed on the acrylate skeleton 

(see section 2.3.2), the effect of a temperature increase from 70 °C to 90 ° C on the kinetic of 

polymerization may be negligible. Obtaining similar kinetics was the aim in order to study the influence of 

the polymerization temperature on the polymer structure.  
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Figure 4: Evolution of (a) nBA conversion, (b) MDO conversion, (c) overall conversion vs time for nBA: 

MDO copolymerization systems in cyclohexane at 70 °C (polymer 6) (squares), toluene at 70 °C (polymer 

9) (circles), toluene at 90 °C (polymer 10) (triangles).  

Figures 5 and 6 show the kinetics of 2EHA : MDO copolymerization with different acrylate : MDO ratios 

and different monomer concentration respectively. In figure 6, we observe a higher rate of monomer 

conversion at higher monomer concentration. This is likely due to the Trommsdorf effect. Higher 

monomer concentrations, at a certain conversion, will quickly lead to a higher viscosity and so a slower 

rate of termination, as this step is diffusion controlled. Consequently, rate of monomer conversion will 

go up and the polymer chains will be longer. 

   On figure 5, we can observe that the less amount of MDO in the batch, the quicker the MDO is 

consumed. This could be explained by a cross propagation of acrylate radicals towards MDO monomer 
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quicker than a homopropagation of MDO, a homopropagation of acrylate, or both. This is confirmed by 

the DFT calculations. 

 

Figure 5: Evolution of (a) 2EHA conversion, (b) MDO conversion, (c) overall conversion vs time for 2EHA: 

MDO copolymerization systems with different amount of MDO in the batch: 2EHA homopolymerization 

(polymer 3) (square),  2EHA : MDO = 9 : 1 (polymer 12) (circles),  2EHA : MDO = 3: 1 (polymer 11) (triangles),  

2EHA : MDO = 1 : 1 (polymer 6) (stars). 
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Figure 6: Evolution of (a) 2EHA conversion, (b) MDO conversion, (c) overall conversion vs time for four 

2EHA : MDO copolymerization system  with a 1 : 1 monomer ratio and different monomer concentrations: 

5 wt % to solvent (polymer 6) (squares), 10 wt % to solvent (polymer 13) (circles), 20 wt % to solvent 

(polymer 14) (triangles), 35 wt % to solvent (polymer 15) (stars).  

Figures 7 and 8 compares batch and semi batch experiments. As expected, in all semi batch experiments, 

MDO is consumed in similar rate to 2EHA, which is not the case in batch experiments. This observation is 

what we aimed for in using semi batch experiment, in order to (i) avoid composition drift, (ii) reduce the 

amount of unreacted MDO and to go toward copolymers with high MDO unit content. If the system 

worked perfectly, 2EHA and MDO (cumulative) conversion would be exactly the same throughout the 

polymerization process.  
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Figure 7: Evolution of cumulative monomer conversion vs time for four 2EHA/MDO copolymerization 

system with a ratio 2EHA : MDO = 1:1, monomer concentration of 20 wt %. (a) in batch (polymer 14), (b) 

in semi batch (polymer 16). 2EHA conversion is represented by red squares. MDO conversion is 

represented by blue circles. The overall conversion is represented by green triangles. 
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Figure 8: Evolution of cumulative monomer conversion vs time for four 2EHA : MDO copolymerization 

systems with a ratio 2EHA:MDO = 9:1, monomers concentration of 20 wt %. (a) in batch, 

[AIBN]/[Monomers] = 1 mol %, (b) in semi batch, [AIBN]/[Monomers] = 1 mol %, (c) in batch, 

[AIBN]/[Monomers] = 0.1 mol %, (d) in semi batch, [AIBN]/[Monomers]=0.1 mol %. 2EHA conversion is 

represented by red squares. MDO conversion is represented by blue circles. The overall conversion is 

represented by green triangles. 

 

3.4. Structural characterization  

All polymers were analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. All polymers except the polyMDO were analyzed by 

13C NMR spectroscopy. Due to occasional overlapping of characteristic signals in 1H NMR spectra (see 
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figures S53 and S54), branching and copolymer composition were determined using 13C NMR spectra. 

Figure 9 shows an example. 

 In order to obtain the DBacrylate with both accuracy and precision, it was necessary to run long 13C NMR 

analyses (15700 scans and 10 s of relaxation delay which corresponds to about 50 h of experiments). As 

all copolymers with a ratio acrylate : MDO equal to 1:1 and a monomer concentration of 5 wt % to solvent 

(polymers 5 to 8) appear to not have branching on acrylate units, it follows that all other copolymers with 

a higher monomer concentration and the same monomers ratio will not exhibit branching points in 

acrylate units. It is known that DB decrease with increasing the monomer concentration19. Consequently, 

these polymers were analyzed by 13C NMR spectroscopy only in order to study their composition. Less 

scans were used (4000 to 5000). DBacrylate on PnBA-co-MDO (polymers 9 and 10) was not observed either.  

DBacrylate values are given in tables S14 in supporting information. More details on DBMDO, ring open are given 

below (section 3.2.2.2). 

In this study, we considered that branches are formed only by homopropagation of a MCR. The possibility 

of cross propagation of a MCR with the comonomer has never been reported and will not be investigated 

here. 
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Figure 9: 13C NMR Spectrum of P2EHA-co-MDO (polymer 15) acquired at 25 °C in CDCl3 at 500 mg.mL-1., 

with the assignment of the main signals used to determine the degree of branching and the copolymer 

composition. 

 

3.4.1. Copolymer composition 

When acrylates and MDO copolymerize, terpolymers are obtained. The MDO radical can either propagate, 

which give MDO ring retained units, or undergoes ring opening, leading to caprolactone units. In this 

study, both ring open and ring retained units were observed.  

Tables 4 to 8 provide a clear comparison of copolymer compositions of poly(alkyl acrylate-co-MDO) 

according to  different factors (acrylate monomer, polymerization temperature, monomers ratio, 

monomer concentration, batch vs semi batch process). 
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Table 4: Copolymer composition of different poly(alkyl acrylate-co-MDO). All polymerizations were 

carried out at 70 °C with AIBN as initiator ([AIBN]/[monomers] = 1 mol %), in batch, in cyclohexane at a 

monomer concentration of 5 wt % and with a 1:1 molar ratio of acrylate : MDO. 

Polymer Acrylate 

monomer 

Polymer composition Overall 

conversion 

Composition drift 

Acrylate MDO 

ring 

open 

MDO ring 

retained 

Acrylate : 

MDO at t=0 

Acrylate : 

MDO at 

end 

Polymer 5 MA 0.62 0.30 0.08 0.81 0.45 : 0.55 0 : 1 

Polymer 6 nBA 0.65 0.28 0.07 0.83 0.52 : 0.48 0 : 1 

Polymer 7 2EHA 0.63 0.31 0.06 0.81 0.53 : 0.47 0 : 1 

Polymer 8 DA 0.62 0.34 0.04 0.83 0.52 : 0.48 0 : 1 
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Table 5: Copolymer composition of different poly(nBA-co-MDO). All polymerizations were carried out in 

batch, ([initiator]/[monomers] = 1 mol %) , at a monomer concentration of 5 wt % and with a 1:1 molar 

ratio of acrylate : MDO. 

Polymer Polymerization 

temperature 

(°C) 

Solvent Initiator Polymer composition Overall 

conversion 

Composition drift 

Acrylat

e 

MDO 

ring 

open 

MDO 

ring 

retained 

Acrylate 

: MDO 

at t=0 

Acrylate 

: MDO 

at end 

Polymer 

6 

70 cyclohexane AIBN 0.65 0.28 0.07 0.83 0.52 : 

0.48 

0 : 1 

Polymer 

9 

70 toluene AIBN 0.65 0.28 0.07 0.79 0.53 : 

0.47 

0.08 : 

0.92 

Polymer 

10 

90 toluene ACHN 0.63 0.34 0.03 0.81 0.52 : 

0.48 

0.09 : 

0.91 
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Table 6: Copolymer composition of different poly(2EHA-co-MDO). All polymerizations were carried out at 

70 °C with AIBN as initiator ([AIBN]/[monomers] = 1 mol %), in batch, in cyclohexane at a monomer 

concentration of 5 wt %. 

Polymer 2EHA:

MDO  

Polymer composition Overall 

conversion 

 

Composition drift 

Acrylate MDO 

ring 

open 

Acrylate : 

MDO at 

t=0 

Acrylate : 

MDO at t=0 

Acrylate : 

MDO at end 

Polymer 7 1:1 0.63 0.31 0.06 0.81 0.53 : 0.47 0 : 1 

Polymer 11 3:1 0.80 0.16 0.04 0.91 0.78 : 0.22 0.50 : 0.50 

Polymer 12 9:1 0.91 0.08 0.01 0.90 0.92 : 0.08 0.97 : 0.03 

 

 

Table 7: Copolymer composition of different poly(2EHA-co-MDO). All polymerizations were carried out at 

70 °C with AIBN as initiator ([AIBN]/[monomers] = 1 mol %), in batch, in cyclohexane and with a 1:1 molar 

ratio of acrylate:MDO. 

 

Polymer Monomer 

concentration  

Polymer composition Overall 

conversion 

Composition drift 

Acrylate MDO 

ring 

open 

MDO 

ring 

retained 

Acrylate : 

MDO at t=0 

Acrylate : 

MDO at end 

Polymer 7 5 wt % 0.63 0.31 0.06 0.81 0.53 : 0.47 0 : 1 

Polymer 13 10 wt % 0.64 0.28 0.08 0.78 0.55 : 0.45 0.05 : 0.95 

Polymer 14 20 wt % 0.64 0.24 0.12 0.78 0.55 : 0.45 0.05 : 0.95 

Polymer 15 35 wt % 0.65 0.19 0.16 0.81 0.55 : 0.45 0 : 1 
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Table 8: Copolymer composition of different poly(2EHA-co-MDO). All polymerizations were carried out at 

70 °C with AIBN as initiator, in cyclohexane at a monomer concentration of 20 wt %. 

Polymer 2EHA:MDO Polymerization 

process 

Initiator 

concentration 

Polymer composition Overall 

conversi

on 

Composition drift 

Acrylate MDO 

ring 

open 

MDO 

ring 

retained 

Acrylate 

: MDO 

at t=0 

Acrylate : 

MDO at 

end 

Polymer 

14 

1:1 Batch 1 mol % 0.64 0.24 0.12 0.78 0.55 : 

0.45 

0.05 : 

0.95 

Polymer 

16 

1:1 Semi batch 1 mol % 0.57 0.37 0.06 0.96 

 

0.56 : 

0.44 

0 : 1 

Polymer 

18 

9:1 Batch 1 mol % 0.91 0.04 0.05 0.90 0.91 : 

0.09 

0.82 : 

0.18 

Polymer 

19 

9:1 Semi batch 1 mol % 0.89 0.06 0.05 0.82 0.91 : 

0.09 

0.96 : 

0.04 

Polymer 

20 

9:1 Batch 0.1 mol % 0.91 0.04 0.05 0.96 0.91 : 

0.09 

1 : 0 

Polymer 

21 

9:1 Semi batch 0.1 mol % 0.91 0.07 0.03 0.80 0.91 : 

0.09 

0.92 : 

0.08 
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First, the nature of the acrylate does not seem to influence the quantity of MDO inserted in the polymer. 

This is consistent with the reactivity ratios values obtained from the kinetic studies. Alkyl acrylates and 

MDO copolymerization follows a family like behavior. MDO radicals has a strong preference for the alkyl 

acrylate and alkyl acrylate radicals also prefer alkyl acrylate monomers but with its preference is not as 

pronounced as for MDO radicals. However, the ratio ring open vs ring retained has a slight dependence 

on the alkyl acrylate size. The results suggest that large alkyl acrylates favor ring opening. This may be 

explained by the vicinity between the reactants in the polymerization medium. This favoring of ring 

opening could be due to a steric factor. A large acrylate might not provide the right geometry for MDO 

ring retained radical to attack another acrylate or MDO monomer before ring opening.  

A temperature increase favors ring opening over ring retention. This suggests that the propagation of 

MDO monomer has a lower activation energy than ring opening process. Our DFT calculations show that 

ring opening of MDO radical has an activation barrier that is 11.1kJ/mol higher than that for a ring retained 

monomer to react with another monomer. 

The ratio acrylate to MDO does not influence the ring opening vs ring retention but it influences the MDO 

insertion, which is more important when acrylate monomers are in high proportion in the batch. When 

fMDO = 0.1, FMDO = 0.09, showing that almost all MDO is consumed. On the other hand, a fraction of fMDO = 

0.5 in the batch leads to FMDO = 0.37. This is consistent with the above observation: MDO reach higher 

conversion and so is more consumed when it is in low proportion in the batch. Again, it is likely due to an 

easier cross propagation between acrylate radicals and MDO monomers than a homopropagation 

between MDO (either ring open or ring retained) radicals and MDO monomers. The intrinsic barrier for 

MA radical addition to MDO (via transition state TS8a, Scheme S5) is calculated to be 8.6 kJ mol1, which 

is 16.2 kJ mol1 lower in energy than the intrinsic barrier of 24.8 kJ mol1 for ring-opened MDO radical 

addition to MDO monomer (via transition state TS5a, Scheme S4). The ring-retained MDO radical addition 

to MDO monomer (via transition state TS2a, Scheme S4) is calculated to have a higher intrinsic barrier of 
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30.8 kJ mol1.   It is important to note that only the relative insertion is favored: going from 50 % to 10 % 

of MDO in the batch allows reaching higher MDO conversion and so a higher proportion of the MDO in 

the batch goes to the copolymers, but still, a batch with fMDO = 0.5 allows to obtain polymers much richer 

in MDO units than fMDO = 0.1. 

The monomer concentration has no effect on the MDO insertion, but high concentration favors ring 

retention. This confirms the results of Yuan et al. who observed the same phenomenon in the 

copolymerization of DMMDO and styrene37. Addition of MDO is a bimolecular process that depends on 

MDO concentration, while ring opening is a unimolecular process independent of MDO concentration. 

Finally, as expected, semi batch experiments with optimized addition profiles favors (i) MDO insertion and 

(ii) ring opening vs ring retention.  When acrylate is introduced by feeding, MDO are in higher proportion 

in the reactor and more incorporated in the copolymers. Moreover, as MDO radicals have a strong 

preference for acrylate monomers than for MDO monomers (Scheme S4 c.f. TS3a with TS2a; c.f. TS6a with 

TS5a), the low amount of acrylate in the reactor lead a longer life time of MDO radicals and so a higher 

probability of ring opening events.   

 

3.4.2. Branching 

3.4.2.1. Branching on acrylate skeleton 

Figure 10 presents the evolution of DBacrylate with the acrylate ester group length, the fraction of MDO in 

the batch, the monomers concentration, and polymerization process (batch vs semi batch). Detailed 

values of DBacrylate are presented in table S21 in the supporting information. 
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Figure 10: Evolution of DBacrylate with (a) acrylate ester side group (polymers 1 to 8), (b) the fraction of 

MDO (polymers 3, 7, 11 and 12), (c) the monomer concentration (polymers 3 (semi filled squared), 7 (semi 

filled circles), 17 (semi filled square), 18 (semi filled circle)), (d) the polymerization process i.e. batch vs 

semi batch (polymers 18 (semi filled square), 19 (semi filled square), 20 (semi filled circle) and 21 (semi 

filled circle)). 

 

First, DBacrylate values obtained here are consistent with the values obtained by Heatley et al. who 

polymerized 2EHA and nBA in cyclohexane at 70 °C and precipitated the polymer in methanol. They 

obtained a DBacrylate of 5 % for after 23 % conversion in 2EHA polymerization at a monomer concentration 

of 4.3 wt % to solvent and a DB of 2.2 % after 61 % conversion in nBA polymerization at a monomer 

concentration of 10 wt % to solvent. As branching increases with the monomer conversion, our results 

(obtained at high conversion) are consistent17, 52.  
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Figure 10 shows that DBacrylate is higher for poly(alkyl acrylates) with long ester side groups. This is 

consistent with previous observation. Heatley et al.17 who observed that P2EHA has higher DBacrylate than 

PnBA and Sato et al.40 were able to quantify DBacrylate > 7 % for P2EHA obtained at 60 °C in benzene at high 

conversion but no branching in poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (PtBA) obtained in the same condition. A possible 

explanation is an increase of the free volume in acrylate MCR with the length of the ester side group, 

which would make the MCR more reactive. Another explanation is the difference of mo;ar concentration. 

The four homopolymerizations were carried out at [M] = 5 wt %. Due to the molecular weight difference 

of the monomers, the molar concentration is lower for large acrylates, which leads to higher DB. This 

could explain the opposite trend of the findings of Kattner and Buback53, who observed a decrease of the 

frequency factor of both backbiting and tertiary propagation rate coefficients kbb and kp
t of alkyl acrylate 

with an increase of ester side group, while the activation energy remains constant. This should lead to a 

decrease of DBacrylate. At this stage, the discrepancy between the observed DB and the prediction on what 

should be observed based on the calculated kinetic rate coefficient is not explained and will be left as an 

open issue.  

If MDO is present in the polymerization medium, the branching decreases and is inhibited if MDO is above 

a certain proportion. Backbiting proceeds as a 1,5-hydrogen shift reaction and for this to occur, it is 

necessary to have alkyl acrylate-alkyl acrylate-alkyl acrylate triads. If MDO units (ring open or ring 

retained) represents more than one third of the units in the copolymer and as these units are incorporated 

randomly, the occurrence of such triads is very unlikely. Theoretical investigations (supplementary 

information S64-S141) into backbiting revealed that the 1,5-hydrogen shift has a lower energy barrier 

than other hydrogen shifts (Schemes S7 to S9 and Figure S84) because its corresponding transition state 

(TS16) has a cyclohexane chair-like structure. The random incorporation of MDO will reduce the 

probability of such triads to be formed. When the MDO fraction in batch is 0.5, the MDO ring open and 

ring retained units incorporated in the copolymer represent over 37 % of the total units, which may 
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prevent the formation of pure alkyl acrylate triad fractions. To sum up, this trend confirms that (i) MDO is 

inserted randomly in the copolymer, and (ii) backbiting dominates. This is in line with expectation as at 

such a low monomer concentration, the formation of branches by intermolecular transfer should be 

negligible.  

Branching on the acrylate skeleton decreases with increased monomer concentration. This is consistent 

with previous results17, 19, 23, 52 and shows that backbiting is the dominant process in the branch formation 

(over intermolecular transfer to polymer). As monomer concentration increases, the frequency of 

propagation (a bimolecular process) increases and the frequency of backbiting (a unimolecular process) 

remains unchanged, and thus the fraction of branches decreases. This phenomenon also explains why 

copolymers made with a semi batch process have more branches on their actylate units. The full amount 

of acrylate monomer is not introduced initially in the batch and so its concentration is lower, leading to 

higher DBacrylate.  

Finally, DBacrylate on P2EHA-co-MDO seems to be higher at low initiator concentration. the standard 

deviation on our measurement is too big to interpret this observation. Indeed, if the error bar is taken 

into account, the increase of DBacrylate at low initiator concentration cannot be confirmed. 

It is important to mention that some factors limit the accuracy of our measurements. The polymers were 

recovered by precipitation in methanol. During the process, some oligomers, likely with a low DBacrylate, 

are lost. Moreover, polymers were analyzed by solution state NMR spectroscopy in CDCl3. The potential 

presence of non-soluble fraction whose branching would not be detected may also affect the results. Such 

non-soluble fractions affecting the accuracy has been observed for poly(acrylic acid) analyzed in 

deuterium oxide and dioxane-d8
54.  

3.4.2.2. Branching on MDO ring open skeleton  

The occurrence of branching on MDO ring open units is usually detected by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy. 

Terminal CH3 lead to signals at 0.89 ppm on 1H NMR spectrum and 13 ppm on 13C NMR spectrum  while 
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CH2 adjacent to terminal CH3 is detected between 19 and 22 ppm on 13C NMR spectrum11. However, 

terminal CH3 of ester side group of nBA, 2EHA and DDA lead also to a signal at the same chemical shift 

and the CH2-CH3 of nBA overlaps with the CH2-CH3 of a MDO ring open branch (see figures S55 to S57). 

Consequently, PMA-co-MDO will be used here to show the occurrence of branching on MDO units.  For 

the quantification of BDMDO ring open, Eq. (2) was used for PMA-co-MDO, P2EHA-co-MDO and PDA-co-

MDO and Eq. (3) was only use for PMA-co-MDO. Branching in PnBA-co-MDO were not calculated.  

Partial 1H and 13C NMR spectra of PMA-co-MDO are presented below (figure 11). DBMDO, ring open values are 

presented on figure 12. Characteristic signals of branching are observed, which indicates that hydrogen 

transfer occurs. The absence of signal at 69 ppm indicate that all branches on MDO ring open units are 

due to 1,7-hydrogen transfer. As explained earlier, 1,7-hydrogen transfer has a transition state more 

stable than 1,4-hydrogen transfer. Previous studies show also the absence of branching due to 1,4-

hydrogen transfer26, 30. Theoretical investigations into branching on ring-opened MDO skeleton revealed 

the preference for both 1,7-hydrogen transfer and 1,8-hydrogen transfer (Scheme S9 in supplementary 

information S64-S141). The driving force for such hydrogen transfer reactions may be attributed to the 

formation of a resonance stabilized radical (via the carbonyl group).  Ring-retained MDO radical 

undergoing a 1,3-hydrogen abstraction of an adjacent acrylate unit is unfavorable as it is predicted to have 

a high energy barrier of 154.3 kJ mol1 (Scheme S7). 
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Figure 11: Partials (a) 1H and (b) 13C NMR spectra of PMA-co-MDO (polymer 5), with assignments of 

characteristics signals. 

 

Figure 12: Evolution of the degree of branching on MDO ring open skeleton with (a) the size of ester side 

group of the acrylate comonomer (polymers 5, 7 and 8), (b) the monomer concentration (polymers 7, 13, 
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and 14), (c) the fraction of MDO in the batch (polymers 7, 12 and 13), (d) the polymerization process 

(polymers 14 and 18). DBMDO, ring open were calculated with Eq. (2). 

 

First, the branching on polyMDO observed here (13.39 %) is lower than what Jin et al. observed (a 

branching density of 20 %). Their polyMDO synthesized at 50 °C. 

 

The effect of monomer concentration on DBMDO, ring open is the same as on DBacrylate. This was expected as it 

is known that these branched chains are formed by backbiting. However, both figures 12 (c) and (d) 

indicate that the higher MDO fraction in the batch, the higher DBMDO, ring open. This was expected for 

branches on acrylate skeleton but is surprising here as branches are formed likely by 1,7-backbiting, which 

involves only one MDO ring open unit. Reducing the amount of MDO ring open units in the polymer should 

not affect the probability of a backbiting event. These results suggest that 1,4 and 1,7 H transfers are not 

the only possibility, but H transfer with a MDO ring open unit more remote exists as well. This was never 

observed previously. Figure 12 (a) shows that the ester side group of the acrylate affect DBMDO, ring open as 

it affected DBacrylate. As explained previously, a large size acrylate comonomer favors ring opening over ring 

retention and we observe in this study that the more ring open units, the higher DBMDO ring open. However, 

the ring retained units fraction decreases from 0.8 to 0.4 if DA is used instead of MA as comonomers and 

our 13C NMR results does not clearly shows a clear increase of the MDO ring open unit fraction. Another 

explanation is the kinetic. Due to the steric hindrance, MDO ring open radicals may react quicker with an 

acrylate with short ester side group and so the SPRs would have a shorter life time and so less backbiting 

would occur. 

  

4. Conclusion 
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Degradable poly(alkyl acrylate)s were successfully synthesized by copolymerization of different acrylate 

monomers with MDO using rROP.  The degradability was demonstrated by alkaline hydrolysis r MDO units 

are randomly incorporated in acrylate chains, leading to polymers with a single Tg and a single degradation 

temperature. Adding MDO in the batch accelerate the kinetic of acrylate polymerization as MDO radicals 

have a strong affinity for acrylate monomers. When acrylates and MDO copolymerize, sides reactions 

occurs. Three of them have been evidenced in this study: (i) addition of monomer to a MDO radical that 

did not undergo ring opening, which lead to MDO ring retained units, (ii) 1,5-H transfer on acrylate 

skeleton followed by homopropagation leading to branching, (iii) 1,7-H transfer on MDO skeleton 

followed by homopropagation, leading to branching. The influence of different parameters (temperature, 

monomer concentration, acrylate : MDO) on these side reaction were studied in depth. From the kinetic 

study of acrylate : MDO systems, reactivity ratios were roughly estimated and so optimal addition feeding 

profiles for semi batch experiments were calculated with MAP. The use of semi batch process with optimal 

addition profile has shown many advantages. First, it allows to reach higher MDO conversion and so waste 

less monomer. Second, it allows to improve the MDO incorporation and reduce the amount of ring 

retained units, which improve the biodegradability of the polymers. Finally, it allow a more even 

incorporation and so the size of the oligomers resulting from degradation can be controlled. This work 

provides relevant information for a systematic variation of reaction conditions, that will help to optimize 

the synthesis conditions of degradable poly(alkyl acrylate)s in both fundamental and industry oriented 

applications.  
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